Elluminate provides web, audio, video, and social
networking solutions optimized for 21st century education and training. Our unified learning and collaboration approach means that communication is instant,
collaboration continuous, and learning accessible,
personal, and meaningful—for everyone.

Transform the teaching and learning experience
Elluminate Live!® is built for live, multimedia, many-to-many collaboration. Our unique
Collaborative Communications Framework ensures that all learners are in sync,
regardless of computer platform or Internet connection speed. Our No User Left Behind™
technology means that ALL learners, even those with disabilities, get a richer, more
interactive learning experience.
From two-way audio, multipoint video, and shared whiteboards to application sharing,
interactive recording, and breakout rooms, all Elluminate Live! components are tightly
integrated to provide the ultimate interactive learning environment. Whether you have
two students — or two hundred — Elluminate Live! enables world-class communication,
collaboration, and education that transforms teaching and learning.

Unified Learning and Collaboration Powered by Elluminate.

What does Elluminate Live! do?
Only Elluminate delivers an interactive online environment
for teaching, learning, and collaboration that provides
a personalized experience for every participant, delivers
exceptional outcomes across the enterprise, and seamlessly
integrates with existing educational infrastructure.

For instructors

Bridge the gap between text-based asynchronous distance
learning and the face-to-face interaction of a physical
classroom. Elluminate Live! is an intuitive, instructor-led
environment that delivers real-time, interactive education and
encourages real learning and collaboration.

For administrators

Enhance learning opportunities for existing students and
reach new ones. Leverage limited resources, provide
professional development, and facilitate multi-campus
meetings and inter-institutional research projects—without
costly travel.

Why is Elluminate Live! the clear choice
for educators?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance learning while increasing reach and enrollment
Provide accessible environment that benefits everyone
Add virtual or blended online/onsite events
Facilitate social networking with online communities
Deliver professional development without costly travel
Increase effectiveness of faculty and staff meetings
Leverage limited teaching resources
Hold virtual office hours,tutoring and mentoring sessions

“Insight teachers bring learning alive in their classroom sessions, iMentors “walk” students to class, students take
part in extracurricular activities, and administrators assist their teachers, parents, and students, all through
Elluminate technologies. More than anything else, Elluminate brings people together to make learning happen.”
– Kim Bonniksen, Director, Insight Schools

For technologists

An essential part of the educational infrastructure, Elluminate
Live! provides a superior technical foundation that easily
integrates real-time, online interaction into existing
systems. Preserve investments already made with current
collaboration options for a connected learning enterprise.

For trainers

Today, doing more with less has become standard operating
procedure. And the first thing to get cut from a strained
corporate budget is often training. With Elluminate Live!
you can train more people in less time at a reduced cost,
and make your meetings more efficient and effective.

The Elluminate Learning SuiteTM

Elluminate Live! is an integral part of the Elluminate Learning
Suite. Also included is Elluminate Plan!™ for organizing,
scripting, and packaging content and activities before the
live session and Elluminate Publish!™ for creating reusable
learning content from Elluminate Live! session recordings.
It’s everything you need before, during, and after your
real-time, online session.

Experience the Elluminate difference for yourself.

Visit www.elluminate.com today!

Engage. Enlighten. Elluminate.

